Introduction
A real-time system is one in which the correctness of a computation not only depends on the logical correctness of the result, but also on the time at which the result is pro duced If the timing constraints of the system are not met, system failure is said to have occurred If the consequence of such failure is catastrophic, then the system is referred to as a hard real-time system Examples of such systems can be found in a number of applications, including avionic control, process control, nuclear plant control, robotics and numerous embedded systems Multiprocessors have emerged as an important computing means for real-time applications, due to their capability for high throughput and reliability through component multiplicity A parallel computer is said to be. partitionable, if it can be partitioned into subsystems each of which can be allocated to a dif ferent job Multicomputer based on hypercube, mesh or tree topologies are highly partitionable Scheduling of sporadic tasks is one of the most diffi cult problems in the design of real-time systems Sporadic tasks are tasks that have random arrival times and hard deadlines Due to the unpredictable nature of their ar rivals, it is difficult to design a real-time system that can maximize the the number of tasks that meet their dead lines The problem of on-line scheduling in a real-time environment is to make a sequence of decisions dynam ically by assigning system resources to real-time tasks Each such scheduling decision must be made with no prior knowledge of the task requests to be made in future The objective of such an algorithm is to maximize the hit ratio, the proportion of tasks that can be guaranteed to complete by their deadlines Because the time required to make a scheduling decision strongly affects the ability of the sys tem to meet that job's deadline, decisions must be made quickly Dynamic multiprocessor scheduling of hard real-time tasks is still in its infancy Only a few on-line algorithms address hard real-time scheduling under a practical set of assumptions In this paper, we address the problem of on-line scheduling of parallel tasks in partitionable mul tiprocessor systems To the best of our knowledge, no other work has been reported in this area This problem involves not only on-line scheduling of real-time tasks in a multiprocessor environment but also dynamic processor allocation for parallel tasks Both of these problems have been shown to be NP-hard [4] [15] Consequently, we must rely on heuristic algorithms
The goal of this paper is to explore heuristic-based on-line hard real-time scheduling algorithms that are able to make scheduling decisions quickly We study two algo rithms the first, Buddy/RT is a straight-forward extension of the Buddy strategy commonly used for general-purpose workloads The second is a more sophisticated strategy, which we refer to as the Stacking algorithm The two al gorithms work as follows when a sporadic task arrives, its execution time and deadline are made known to the system The on-line scheduler is called upon to decide if the newl) arrived task, along with any tasks in the system that are as yet unfinished, can be completed so that all deadlines are met If it is possible to meet all deadlines, the executes the tasks according to the schedule constructed by the on-line scheduler Otherwise the newly-arrived task is rejected This process is repeated whenever a new task arrives
The algorithms presented in this paper are applica ble to a large class of partitionable architectures, such as hypercubes and mesh-connected systems However, for brevity, in this paper we limit our discussion to hypercube architectures, which are widely used interconnection topologies for parallel computers Hypercube (or binary n-cube) topology enjoys numerous architectural proper ties [18] such as logarithmic diameter, high bandwidth, scalability due to regular structure and fault-tolerance due to natural architectural redundancy
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows In section 2, we describe the proposed algorithms In sec tion 3, we study the results from the performance study of the scheduling algorithms Finally, section 4, summarizes our results and presents conclusions 2 On-Line Scheduling A job is a granule of computation treated by the scheduler as a unit of work to be allocated processor time or sched uled A job J, is characterized by its time of arrival A x , its deadline D t , its worst case execution time E,, and Zhm,, the dimension of the subcube it requires for E x units of time We assume in this paper that Dim^ has been deter mined for the job J, before it is submitted to the system Research addressing this step includes [1] and [18] A. job set T consists of k independent jobs to be scheduled Job set r is said to be, feasible on an ^-dimensional hypercube if there is a preemptive schedule for thejobs in r such that each job ƒ, is executed within its execution window I, = [.A,, D t ] Such a schedule is called ^feasible schedule A scheduler is said to be optimal for n-dimensional hyper cubes if it constructs a feasible schedule for every feasible job set Job scheduling algorithms based on simple heuristics such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Minimum Laxity First (MLF) are often used in uniprocessor systems Mok and Dertouzos [15] show that EDF, and MLF are optimal for uniprocessor systems with independent preemptable tasks Under EDF, jobs are scheduled in ascending order according to their deadlines The job with the earliest deadline gets the highest priority MLF, on the other hand, schedules the jobs in ascending order according to their laxities, where laxity of a job is the time difference be tween the current time and the Latest Start Time (LST) of the job The LST of a job is the the latest time by which the job must start executing in order to finish by its dead line While these heuristics work well for uniprocessor systems, the situation is more complex for parallel jobs in multiprocessor systems because of the much larger search space of possible schedules Two major components of a multiprocessor sched uler are processor allocation and job scheduling In a hard real-time scheduler, processor allocation is responsible for choosing the set of processors that will execute a job, as well as the time at which those processors begin executing thejob Job scheduling determines the order in which jobs are considered for processor allocation Several strate gies for processor allocation have been proposed that vary widely in complexity, including Buddy [17] , Single and Multiple Gray Code [2] , and MSS [4] In spite of its poor subcube recognition properties, the Buddy strategy has been shown to perform well in hypercube systems [11] The Multiple Gray Code and MSS algorithms allow for perfect subcube recognition, but carry much greater over head than Buddy For this reason we focus on strategies related to the Buddy strategy in this study
Since we are interested in on-line algorithms, in which scheduling decisions must be made quickly, sim plicity is important To reduce the complexity of search for a feasible schedule, the algorithms we study make only limited use of preemption The jobs that are currently ex ecuting may be preempted in favor of a newly-arrived job that would otherwise not meet its deadline To limit the search space, schedules that purposely 'slice' jobs into several pieces in time dimension are not considered Our first approach is a straight-forward extension of the Buddy strategy Incorporating the lessons learned from study ing this simple algorithm, we continue with a more so phisticated algorithm, which we refer to as the 'Stacking' algorithm
Buddy for Real-Time Environments
The Buddy Strategy, originally proposed for storage allo cation [9] , has since been applied to processor allocation for general-purpose hypercube systems For job i, re questing a subcube of dimension k within a hypercube of dimension n, the Buddy strategy is as follows Find the smallest integer;, 0 < j < 2 n -* -1, such that all proces sors in the subcube #[j2*, (/+1)2* -1] (l e the processors numbered from j2* to (j + 1)2* -1) are available, and allocate these processors to job i If no such j exists, no subcube can currently be allocated to job ( A simple implementation of this strategy uses 2 n allocation bits to represent the availability of processors A bit having value 0 indicates that the corresponding processor is available, while 1 indicates a processor in use
Before we continue, we define a few terms The Ear liest Available Time (EAT) of a processor is defined as the earliest time at which that processor will become available for use A processor's EAT is equal to the finish time of the last job scheduled on that processor or the current time, whichever is higher We define a Homogeneous Subcube, or h-subcube, as a subcube recognized under the Buddy strategy, in which all its processors have the same EAT The EAT of the h subcube is the EAT of its processors When two adjacent h-subcubes of dimension k are treated as a single h-subcube of dimension k+1, we say that the two h-subcubes have been coalesced The EAT of the coa lesced h-subcube is equal to the greater of the EATs of the two constituent h-subcubes It is worth pointing out that coalescing two adjacent h-subcubes gives rise to some idle-time on one of the subcubes, since the h-subcubes have different EATs This idle-time in the schedule can be viewed as a bounded 'hole' in the packing Conversely, when only a portion of an h-subcube is allocated to a job, we say that the h-subcube has been split Unnecessary 'splitting' of h-subcubes leads to fragmentation and ad versely affects the schedulability of jobs that need large subcubes
To extend Buddy to the real-time environment, allo cation is extended into the time dimension In addition to processors being allocated for immediate use, reservations are taken for future use Instead of the array of bits, an array of EATs is used An entry in the array of EATs indicates the time at which the corresponding processor will become available For job i, requesting a subcube of dimension k within a hypercube of dimension n, the real time Buddy strategy (which we refer to as Buddy/RT) is as follows Find the smallest integery, 0 < j < 2 n~k -1, such that all processors in the subcube #[)2 fc , 0+1)2* -1] have earliest available times before the LST (as defined in section 2) of job J, and allocate these processors to job i If no such j exists, no subcube can complete job J before its deadline In such a case, job i is rejected So that a scheduling decision can be made quickly, scheduling a newly-arrived job is a two-phase process, where the second phase is optional In the first phase, Buddy/RT simply attempts to add the new job to the existing schedule without rescheduling any previouslyscheduled jobs If the scheduler fails to schedule a newlyarrived job under the current schedule during the first phase, it has the option to go to the second phase and try to build a completely new schedule that includes the new job The decision to go to the second phase is based on the amount of time available before the LST of the job If available time is more then the worst-case execution time of the second phase, the second phase is initiated Otherwise the new job is rejected In the second phase, the scheduler inserts the new job in thejob-queue (accord ing to the job scheduling discipline used) and determines if a feasible schedule can be found for this new job set, which includes the newly-arrived job and all previouslyscheduled but as yet unfinished jobs If the scheduler is able to find a feasible schedule for this job set, all cur rently running jobs are preempted and the new schedule is adopted If the scheduler encounters a job which it is unable to schedule, on the other hand, the scheduling pro cess is aborted and the scheduler declares that the new job can not be guaranteed, since a feasible schedule for the job set has not been found While this two phase approach does not improve the ability of Buddy/RT to find a feasi ble schedule, it has the potential to considerably improve efficiency by avoiding unnecessary rescheduling
In the worst case, Buddy/RT must examine all nodes of the hypercube to complete the first phase Therefore, the worst case complexity of scheduling a job in the first phase is O(N), where JV is the number of nodes in the hypercube system Since the second phase consists of scheduling all the jobs present in the system, its worst case complexity is O(mN), where m is the number of jobs present in the system The worst case complexity of the overall algorithm, including both phases is O{mN) Figure 1 Schedule Prepared By the Buddy/RT Algorithm Because of the linear ordering imposed on processors by the Buddy strategy, we can visualize the scheduling problem as a two-dimensional bin-packing problem (one dimension being time and the other being processors), with the constraint that the bin must be packed in such a way that all jobs meet their deadlines To see how Buddy/RT schedules jobs, consider the job set presented in Table 1 Figure 1 shows how this sample job set would be sched uled under the Buddy/RT algorithm Buddy/RT begins its search at the lowest numbered processor and schedules the job on the first subcube which is big enough for the job and whose processors have early enough EATs to finish the job before its deadline We assume for this example that jobs are considered in EDF order for processor allo cation To schedule job j↑, Buddy/RT begins its search at processor 0 and finds that processors 0 through 3, which form a dimension-2 h-subcube, are available early enough to finish job j↑ before its deadline Job j↑ is scheduled on processors 0 through 3, thereby splitting the h-subcube formed by processors 0 through 15 into two parts Next, job j2 needs a dimension-3 subcube Under Buddy/RT there are two subcubes of dimension 3, one consisting of processors 0 through 7 and the other consisting of pro cessors 8 through 15 Since not all the processors of the first dimension-3 subcube are available before the LST of job j2> the job is scheduled on processors 8 through 15
For job ]->,, processors 0 through 7 are available before its LST, so, job j■•, is scheduled on processors 0 through 7 starting at time 1 0 To form this dimension-3 subcube, twodimension-2 h-subcubes (processors 0 to 3, which be come available at time 1 0 and processors 4 to 7, which become available at time 0 0) are effectively coalesced This coalescing leaves some idle-time (0 0 to 1 0) at pro cessors 4 to 7 (indicated by the shaded area in figure 1 ) This idle-time is similar to a bounded hole in the packing, and is difficult to fill because of the difficulty of finding appropriate job(s) to fit in the hole, and because of the overhead involved in keeping track of such holes In fact, Buddy/RT makes no attempt to fill such holes in the pack ing The coalescing which created this particular hole was unnecessary, though If job JT, had instead been scheduled on the second dimension-3 subcube (processors 8 to 15), this coalescing could have been avoided Continuing, jobs J4, js and % are scheduled on the first large-enough subcube that can finish the job before its deadline Using the same strategy, job jj is scheduled on processors 0 and 1 By scheduling job ji on these proces sors, a dimension-3 h-subcube (consisting of processors 0 through 7) is 'split' into smaller subcubes (one dimension-2 subcube and two dimension-1 subcubes) This split could have been avoided by instead scheduling job ji on processors 12 and 13, after they finish executing job j<; Due to this unwise selection, Buddy/RT is unable to sched ule the last job of the job set, job jg, so it is unable to find a feasible schedule for the job set This example highlights the limitation of the Buddy/RT algorithm unintelligent selection of subcubes for processor allocation which leads to unnecessary splits and coalesces of h-subcubes, thereby hurting the algorithm's ability to find feasible schedules for job sets As we will see in section 3, these limitations have a significant effect on performance
The Stacking Algorithm
The objective of the Stacking algorithm is to avoid the weaknesses that arise in Buddy/RT The Stacking algo rithm tries to minimize fragmentation by avoiding unnec essary coalesces and splits of h-subcubes Coalesces lead to 'holes' in the schedule and splits hurt the ability to schedule future jobs which need larger subcubes The ap proach used by the Stacking algorithm is to 'stack' equalsized jobs in the time dimension Instead of choosing the first available subcube that allows the job's deadline to be met, the Stacking algorithm chooses the earliest available subcube that allows the deadline to be met from among those that require the least number of splits or coalesces
Algorithm and Data-Structures
To avoid unnecessary coalesces and splits, the sched uler keeps track of the EATs of processors at the subcube level as well as at the processor level A logical map of the subcubes of each possible size within the hypercube is maintained An efficient data-structure is used for main taining this logical map, which contains vital information about each subcube recognizable under the Buddy strat egy For a hypercube of dimension 3, the data-structure is the following The single node at level 3 represents the entire hy percube, which is of dimension 3 At level 2 there are two nodes, which represent the two subcubes of dimension 2 that are recognized by the Buddy Strategy Similarly level 1 represents the subcubes of dimension 1 and level 0 rep resents the dimension-0 subcubes (individual processors) Let E t] denote the i th entry on level j It should be noted that each entry at levels 1 and above is a collective repre sentation (called the 'parent') of the two entries at the next lower level For example, in this figure, E' en is the parent of E 00 and E↑ 0 E 0 o and E↑ 0 are called 'children of EQ↑ For notational simplicity, we consider the 'children of and 'parent of relations to be transitive, so, E02 IS consid ered a parent of Eo\ and E↑↑ as well as EQQ, E↑Q, E20 and Ey) For entry E %] , the set of children CE" and the set of parents PE %] can be represented as follows, where d is the dimension of the hypercube Each entry in the logical map maintains information about the status of the subcube it represents, including the Earliest Available Time -the time at which that par ticular subcube will become available, and the Last Job Dimension -the dimension of the job last scheduled on this subcube.
The second data-structure maintained by the sched uler is ajob-queue, containing all the jobs currently present in the system, both those currently executing and those that have arrived and been guaranteed but have not yet begun execution. Jobs are placed in the job-queue as they ar rive and are removed when they complete. As discussed earlier, appropriate orderings for the job-queue include Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Minimum Laxity First (MLF).
Like Buddy/RT, the Stacking algorithm also adopts a two phase approach, where the second phase is optional, for scheduling a newly-arrived job to improve efficiency by avoiding unnecessary rescheduling.
First Phase -Scheduling a New Job
To schedule a job that requires a subcube of dimen sion k, the scheduler starts at level k of the logical map from the left hand side. The scheduler examines the EAT of each successive node. If two adjacent subcubes have the same EAT, they are said to form an h-subcube of dimen sion k+\. Similarly four consecutive nodes with the same available time are said to form an h-subcube of dimension k+2. An example of identifying h-subcube boundaries is the following: To avoid unnecessarily splitting of large h-subcubes, the scheduler schedules the job on the first dimension-/: subcube of the smallest h-subcube that has an early enough EAT to finish the job before its deadline. Among the hsubcubes of the same size, the one with the earliest EAT is selected. We will see that by choosing the earliest avail able h-subcube from among the smallest h-subcubes, the scheduler tends to 'stack' equal-sized jobs. As a special case, if the scheduler encounters an h-subcube of dimen sion k that is currently available, it searches no further and schedules the job on that subcube. In a single pass over all the entries in level k of the map, the scheduler can identify the boundaries of h-subcubes and select the most suitable subcube for the job. Since for a given hypercube, the number of entries in any given level of the map is fixed, it takes constant time to examine all the entries of a single level. Therefore, the maximum time required to schedule a job can be predicted given the job size. The worst case processor allocation time for a job that requires a subcube of dimension k is 0(2 n _ *), where 2 n is the number of nodes in the hypercube and 2 n_fc is the number of entries in level k of the logical map.
When a job is scheduled on a subcube, the map is updated. If the job is scheduled on subcube Sj,, all its 'children' along with its 'parents' need to be updated, as shown in figure 4 . For a large hypercube, carrying out all Figure 4 : Updates Required these updates could be very time consuming. To reduce the time complexity of updates, the scheduler makes use of the fact that entries at any level of the map are searched from left to right. Taking advantage of this fact, the scheduler simply updates the leftmost of all the entries that need to be updated on each level and makes a note with that entry that its EAT also applies to the following entries on that level. Figure 5 presents an example of this update Figure 5 : Efficient Updates method. In this example, a new job is scheduled on the first entry on level 2, i.e. EQ 2 ■ Its parent, E m , and all its children -Eo\, E↑↑, E m , E↑o, E 2 o and E^ -need to be updated. Instead of updating all the children, we update only the leftmost child on each level. EQU the leftmost child of E 0 2 on level 1, and E 0 o, the leftmost child of E 0 i on level 0, are updated. With EQ↑ a note is kept that the state information of E$\ is also applicable to the next entry on that level, 1 e E\ \ Similarly, with EQO a n o t e l s kept that the state information of EQO is also applicable to the next three entries on that level, 1 e j‰, E20 and ET,Q Using this technique, only one entry typically needs to be updated at each level of the map However, there are some situations in which two entries need to be updated at some levels These exceptions occur when the scheduler needs to update an entry E l} whose current status is ap plicable to the next m entries on that level, while the new update is applicable to only the next n entries, and n < m In such a case, the current status of entry E t] is copied to the first entry beyond the applicability range of the new update, 1 e to entry E^l +n+]^
The new update is then carried out on entry E tJ Figure 6 depicts such a situation The new job is scheduled on E 0 \ so the, scheduler needs to update its children, E m and E w Since the current status information of EQQ IS applicable to the next three entries, we copy the current status of EQQ t 0 ^20. reduce its ap plicability to only one following entry, and apply the new update to ■E^o, indicating that this update applies to E↑Q also Figure 6 . Two Updates at One Level Overall in the first phase, scheduling a job entails two steps, selecting a subcube for the job and updating the schedule As we have seen, the worst-case complexity of subcube selection is 0(2 n _ *), where k is the dimension of the subcube the job needs To update the schedule, no more than two entries need to be modified at each level of the map Since updating an entry takes constant time and the number of levels is fixed for a given hypercube, the schedule update will require between T and IT time, where T is a constant Therefore, the overall complexity of the first phase is 0(2 n~* )
Second Phase -Scheduling a Job Set
Only if the scheduler fails in the first phase and there is enough time left before the LST of the new job, will the scheduler continue with the second phase The second phase consists of trying to find a feasible schedule by rescheduling previously-scheduled jobs The new job is inserted in the job-queue (according to thejob scheduling discipline used) and the scheduler determines if a feasible schedule can be found for this new job set If a feasible schedule is found, all currently runningjobsare preempted and the new schedule is adopted On the other hand, if the scheduler fails, it declares that the new job can not be guaranteed To find a feasible schedule for thejob set, the sched uler begins with the first job in the job-queue and a com pletely available hypercube system The procedure fol lowed to schedule this job is same as the one used in the first phase, the only exception being that if the job can not be scheduled, the scheduling process is aborted This procedure is repeated for all the jobs in the job-queue, c, until a job is encountered that can not be scheduled The worst case complexity of scheduling a job set consisting of mjobs is m times the worst case complexity of schedul ing a single job In the worst case, all the jobs in thejob set require a subcube of dimension 0, the complexity of scheduling thejob set is O{N), where N is the number of nodes in the hypercube Since the maximum time required to schedule a job of a given size is known (as explained in the first phase), the scheduler can precisely compute the maximum time required for the second phase, by taking into account the number of jobs present in the system and the dimensions of their subcube requests This predictabil ity is helpful to the scheduler in determining whether or not to initiate the second phase
Figure 7 Schedule Prepared By the Stacking Algorithm
Example: A schedule prepared by the Stacking algorithm for the job set given in table 1 is presented in figure 7 Buddy/RT failed to find a feasible schedule for this job set because of its inability to avoid unnecessary coalesces and splits, leading to holes in the schedule The Stacking algorithm avoids these holes by Stacking equal-sized jobs (job J7 is stacked over j■^, and j^ is stacked over ji) Con sequently, by scheduling job j s over j•? and j 2 , the Stacking algorithm succeeds in finding a feasible schedule for the job set, where Buddy/RT failed 3 Performance
Due to their complexity, the systems we study in this paper do not lend themselves to analytical performance model ing Instead, a discrete event simulator was constructed to provide a hypercube-based hard real-time environment To allow steady state performance measurements, the lengths of the simulations were chosen to be sufficiently long (typically 500,000 time units, where the mean sub cube hold time is 1 time unit), so that the effects of start-up conditions are negligible All performance measures re ported throughout this study have confidence intervals of 5% or less at the 90% confidence level The method of independent replication [12] was used to achieve this level of accuracy
In this study, a Poissonjob arrival process is assumed The Poisson process has been found to model natural phys ical and organic processes realistically [8] , and is com monly used to model random, independent arrivals of jobs to computer systems from an external population We re fer to the load imposed on the system by these job arrivals as the offered system load If A is the job arrival rate, X is the mean subcube hold time, P is the mean number of processors in a subcube request, and N is the number of processors in the hypercube, then the offered system load is ^^ Similar to Shivaratn and Singhal [16] , to model a real-time workload, we assume that subcube hold times are normally distributed with a standard deviation equal to the mean, and with the distribution truncated at 0 and at one standard deviation greater than the mean For convenience and with no loss of generality, we assume a mean subcube hold time of 1 time unit Laxities are also assumed to be normally distributed, again truncated at 0 and one stan dard deviation above the mean Subcube hold times are assumed to be independent of subcube sizes Since sub cube allocation, deallocation and schedule preparation is done by the host processor attached to the hypercube sys tem, scheduling delays affect only thejob being scheduled and any jobs waiting to be scheduled Since these delays are small and similar under the two algorithms, they are ignored However, the overhead of preempting currently executing tasks and scheduling them according to a new schedule (after a successful second phase of the Buddy/RT or Stacking algorithm) could be significant Also the num ber of second phase executions may be different under the two algorithms Therefore, preemption overhead is taken into account
We assume that jobs request complete subcubes, and we consider three different distributions for the dimen sions of these subcubes The distributions considered are the modified geometric distribution (mean = 2), the dis crete uniform distribution, and a 'reverse' geometric dis tribution, which is simply a mirror image of the geometric distribution All these distributions are truncated at 0 and n -1, where n is the dimension of the hypercube (the reason for truncating the distributions at n-1 instead of n is discussed later in this section) These distributions represent a wide range of possible workloads While all subcube sizes are equally likely under the discrete uniform distribution, the geometric distribution has a high propor tion of small jobs and the reverse geometric distribution has a high proportion of large jobs The probability mass function for the truncated modified geometric distribution
, where p = .. ' , , Alternatively, for the discrete uniform distribution, p(k) = ^ and for re verse geometric distribution, p(k) = 3"_f' Note that, since the reverse geometric distribution is simply a mirror image of the geometric distribution, p(k) under the reverse geometric distribution is equal to pin -1 -k) under the geometric distribution Although the workload generated by any of these distributions is not expected to precisely match the workload of any real-life system, we expect that the workload of any specific system will fall within the range of these distributions Therefore, the per formance of any specific system can be expected to fall within the range of results presented in this paper
As mentioned in section 2 2, appropriate ordering!, for jobs within ajob-queue include Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Minimum Laxity First (MLF) For this study we considered both of these ordenngs For completeness, we also considered a First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) order ing Because both EDF and MLF were found to perform much better than FCFS, and because EDF was found to be marginally better than MLF, we present results for EDF only, to conserve space For hard real-time systems, two useful measures of performance are the Job Miss Ratio, which is the ratio of jobs refused to the total number of jobs that arrive at the system, and the Work Miss Ratio, which is the ratio of refused work to the offered workload For this latter measure, the work requested by a job is computed as its subcube hold time multiplied by the number of processors in its subcube In all the cases we present, we have found the plots of Job Miss Ratio to exhibit the same trends as that of Work Miss Ratio Therefore, to conserve space, we display the Work Miss Ratio plots only To improve 
Results
Before examining the scheduling issues, we begin with an important workload issue Scheduling a job that requires a subcube of dimension n, where n is the dimension of the hypercube, can be expected to be difficult because such jobs need the entire hypercube to be available If the scheduler waits until there are no smaller jobs in the system, it is likely to starve the size n jobs Alternatively, scheduling size n jobs ahead of smaller jobs is likely to cause smaller jobs to miss their deadlines In figure 8 , we examine the impact that allowing large jobs in the workload has on performance Subfigure (a) plots the Overall Work Miss % against the maximum dimension of the jobs included in the workload, while subfigure (b) plots the Work Miss % for job sizes 0, 2 and 4 under Buddy/RT (results for the Stacking algorithm are similar) Both plots assume a hypercube of dimension 8, offered system load of 0 4, mean laxity of 150% of the mean service demand, and geometrically distributed subcube sizes Subfigure (a) shows that if size n jobs are included in the workload, performance is hurt badly under both Buddy/RT and the Stacking algorithm We have found this result to hold over a wide range of hypercube sizes, offered loads, laxities and subcube size distributions Subfigure (b) shows that this negative effect is not limited to the size n jobs The presence of size n jobs makes it harder for the scheduler to schedule smaller jobs as well Because of their serious negative effect on performance, we assume that size n jobs are precluded from the workload, so the largest jobs are size n -1 Continuing, figure 9 plots the Work Miss % for Buddy/RT and the Stacking algorithm against the offered system load, again assuming a hypercube of dimension 8, a mean laxity of 150% of the mean service demand, and geometrically distributed subcube sizes The trends ob served under uniform and reverse geometric distributions are similar, so they are not displayed For both the algo rithms, the Work Miss % increases monotonically as the system load increases However, the Stacking algorithm has a much lower Work Miss % than Buddy/RT and, thus, much superior performance Figure 9 Work Miss % vs Offered System Load Figure 10 plots the performance of the two algorithms against mean laxity (as a percentage of the mean subcube hold time) As mentioned earlier, the laxity of a job is defined as the time difference between current time and the LST of the job A hypercube of dimension 8 and of fered system load of 0 4 are assumed We expect to see little performance difference between the two algorithms when laxities are very small because both the algorithms can be expected to miss a large proportion of jobs under such conditions On the other hand, almost all jobs can be expected to be guaranteed by both algorithms when laxi ties are very large Consequently, we expect the greatest difference in performance at intermediate laxities Fig  ure 10 shows that the two algorithms behave as expected At low laxities both the algorithms have a high Work Miss % and the difference in their performance is small How ever, both the algorithms show significant improvement in performance as the mean laxity increases The Stack ing algorithm performs increasingly better than Buddy/RT with increasing laxity, up to a mean laxity of about 150% Beyond that, the difference in their performance decreases Due to the high variability in subcube sizes, Work Miss % is the highest under the uniform distribution Also, un der the uniform distribution, the Stacking algorithm shows largest improvement over Buddy/RT because of its ability to limit the fragmentation which results from the variabil ity in subcube sizes Figure 10 Work Miss % vs Mean Laxity % Figure 11 explores the change in performance of the two algorithms with change in the size of the hypercube multiprocessor Under the geometric distribution, the per formance difference between the two algorithms decreases with increases in the size of the hypercube, while under the uniform and reverse geometric distributions the difference increases The explanation for this behavior lies in the fact that the Stacking algorithm, because of its ability to avoid unnecessary splits and coalesces, does a better job of guar anteeing jobs that require large subcubes than Buddy/RT This argument is supported by figure 8, which indicates that the Stacking algorithm shows its largest improvement over Buddy/RT when large jobs are present in the system Under a geometric distribution, the proportion of jobs that are large (say in the largest quartile of dimensions) de creases with increasing n Consequently, the difference in performance between the two algorithms also deceases Under the uniform and reverse geometric distributions, on the other hand, the proportion of large jobs does not de crease with the increasing size of the hypercube, so the difference in performance increases Figure 11 Work Miss % vs Hypercube Dimension
Summary and Conclusions
Because of their random arrival times and hard deadlines, sporadic tasks present a formidable scheduling problem in hard real-time environments No previous work has addressed this problem for parallel tasks on partitionable multiprocessors The motivation behind the work pre sented in this paper was to design scheduling algorithms that are able to make scheduling decisions quickly, since in dynamic real-time environments jobs may miss their deadlines because the scheduling algorithm takes too long in making scheduling decisions
In this paper, we have presented two heuristic algo nthms -Buddy/RT and Stacking, for on-line scheduling of hard real-time sporadic parallel tasks on partitionable multiprocessors Buddy/RT is a straight-forward exten sion of the well-known Buddy strategy, while Stacking is a more sophisticated algorithm based on the lessons learned from Buddy/RT, which corrects many of the shortcom ings of Buddy/RT The Stacking algorithm reduces pro cessor allocation fragmentation by judicially picking the subcubes for allocation in such a way that equal-sized jobs are 'stacked up' in the time dimension
We compared the performance of the Stacking algo rithm with that of Buddy/RT and found that the Stack ing algorithm does indeed correct some of the faults of Buddy/RT By doing so, the stacking algorithm improves performance significantly over a wide range of work loads without any increase in complexity with respect to Buddy/RT Overall we believe that the Stacking algorithm is a promising approach to on-line scheduling of parallel hard real-time jobs on partitionable multiprocessors Future research should address the problem of incor porating periodic jobs into the framework of the Stacking algorithm, without loosing the advantage of the predictable nature of periodic arrivals The algorithm should also be extended to handle external priorities, to give jobs which are more important to the system preference over less crit ical jobs
